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IBM® WebSphere ® Application Server V7 

Isolated shared libraries 

This presentation will discuss isolated shared libraries for WebSphere Application Server 
V7.0 on z/OS®. 
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Agenda 

� Isolated shared libraries 

This presentation will briefly discuss isolated shared libraries. 
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Isolated shared libraries 

�Share a common set of classes across subset of 
applications 

�Not generally shared across all applications 

�Do not have visibility to application classes loaded 
by application class loader 

An Isolated Shared Library is another way to deploy application artifacts into the 
WebSphere runtime environment. An Isolated Shared Library can be associated or shared 
with one or many WebSphere application and Web module class loaders. The Isolated 
Shared Library will provide a mechanism where you can share a common set of classes 
across a subset of the applications within the WebSphere Application Server. This is 
similar to the server associated shared library, but an Isolated Shared Library is not 
typically used across ALL applications. 

An Isolated Shared Library associated with the application class loader can be thought of 
as an application associated shared library that can be shared across a subset of the 
applications in the WebSphere Application Server. However, unlike application associated 
shared libraries, Isolated Shared Libraries DO NOT have visibility to application classes 
loaded by the application class loader 
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Isolated shared libraries 

� Types of shared libraries 
�Application/module associated shared libraries 

� Each application/module has a copy of a library 

� Allows different applications/modules to use different versions of a library 

� Duplicate copies of the same class can be loaded 

�Server associated shared libraries 
� All applications share one copy of a library 

� Prevents using multiple versions of the library 

Application associated shared libraries have their classpath added to the application’s 
class loader classpath. Each application will have its own instances of the shared libraries 
classes. This allows one application to specify version x while another application can 
specify version y. The draw back with using application shared libraries is that every 
application using the shared library will have their own class instances. For example if you 
want six applications to have version x and two applications to have version y, each will 
have its own set of class objects resulting in eight instances of an object loaded into 
memory. 

Server associated shared libraries have their own class loader in the WebSphere 
Application Server Class Loaders hierarchy. This allows a single instance of the classes to 
be shared by all applications. The drawback with using the server associated shared 
libraries is they are shared across all applications on that server which prevents version 
handling of classes. If one shared library contained version x and one contained version y, 
the version higher (assuming parent-first) in the class loader hierarchy will win. 

Application and Web module associated shared libraries do not default to be Isolated 
Shared Libraries. Specifying a server associated shared library as an Isolated Shared 
Library has no effect. 
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Isolated shared libraries 

� Isolated shared libraries 
�To save memory footprint, avoid loading the same class 

multiple times. 

�A set of applications exclusively share a copy of a shared 
library 

�Allows version handling with the minimum number of 
library copies loaded 

�No visibility to application classes loaded by the 
application class loader 

WebSphere Application Server version 7.0 includes a new feature, Isolated Shared 
Libraries, to provide a way to share a common set of classes across a subset of the 
applications within the WebSphere Application Server. The major benefit to Isolated 
Shared Libraries is the ability to reduce the number of class instances that are loaded in a 
JVM reducing the JVM’s memory footprint. To better understand the benefit of Isolated 
Shared Libraries, look at how a solution deployer can decide to share an application 
associated shared library across multiple applications. The solution deployer has several 
possibilities: 

Using an Isolated Shared Library, the solution deployer can combine pieces of the prior 
two solutions. Isolated Shared Libraries each have their own class loader allowing a single 
instance of the classes to be shared across the applications. Each application can specify 
which Isolated Shared Libraries it wants to reference and different applications can 
reference different versions of the Isolated Shared Library resulting in a set of applications 
sharing an Isolated Shared Library. The advantage here is seen in comparison to the 
previous example: with Isolated Shared Libraries, you are now sharing a single copy of 
version x and a single copy of version y for a total of two instances in memory. 

Isolated Shared Libraries do not have visibility to application classes loaded by the 
application class loader. 
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Use and behavior 

Key 

Parent delegation 
Library delegation 

Server Class 
Loader (parent) 

Application Class 
Loader 
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Application Class 
Loader 

WAR 
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Loader 

WAR 
Module 
Loader 

1 

2 

3 3 

4 4 

The JDK defines the class loader delegation model, which provides a way to establish 
parent-child relationships between two class loaders. This is necessary for creating 
multiple class loaders in an hierarchal environment as it defines the algorithm that 
standardizes loading behavior. Under the delegation model every class loader has an 
associated parent class loader (except for the JVM’s Bootstrap class loader). 

The order of searching libraries changes when Isolated Shared Libraries are used. The 
hierarchy or order of search without the new Isolated Shared Libraries present follows the 
delegation path from bottom to top. The root is always the JDK bootstrap loader. The only 
variation is to select either parent first or parent last. In both cases, the child looks to see if 
it has already loaded the class and uses that instance if found and delegates otherwise. In 
parent first mode, the child delegates to the parent and then tries to load the class if the 
parent can not load it. In parent last mode, the child tries to load the class then delegates 
to the parent if it can’t load the class. In all cases, a child will delegate to all Isolated 
Shared Libraries present before delegating to a parent. 

In this picture an Isolated Shared Library is shared between two application servers. When 
an artifact needs to be loaded for a Web module with parent first delegation, the search 
order is 1 (Isolated Shared Library), 2 (server class loader), 3 (application class loader) 
and finally 4 (Web module class loader). If parent last delegation is used on the Web 
module and application class loaders, the order is 4, 3, 1 and then 2. 

Not shown on this slide are several WebSphere loaders and the JDK bootstrap loader. 
They are all higher in the hierarchy tree. Also note that the server, application, library, and 
Web module shared loaders are optional and might not be present. Here is a library, 
server, and application shared loaders, but not a WebSphere Application Server shared 
loader. 
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Integrated solutions console 

To interactively control Isolated Shared Libraries, the Integrated Solution Console system 
application provides a new check box. The check box specifies whether this shared library 
will have a single instance when it is associated with an application or Web module. The 
default value for this attribute is false (unchecked). If an Isolated Shared Library is used for 
a shared library associated with an application or Web module class loader, the shared 
library will have its own class loader. Specifying a server associated shared library as 
isolated will have no effect. 
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Summary 

� This presentation has covered isolated shared 
library enhancements provided by WebSphere 
Application Server V7.0 

This presentation has reviewed the isolated shared libraries available in WebSphere 
Application Server for z/OS V7. 
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Feedback 

Your feedback is valuable 
You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better 

meet your needs by providing feedback. 

� Did you find this module useful? 

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question? 

� Do you have suggestions for improvements? 

Click to send e-mail feedback: 

mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_WASv7_IsolatedSharedLibraries.ppt 

This module is also available in PDF format at: ../WASv7_IsolatedSharedLibraries.pdf 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback. 
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Trademarks, copyrights, and disclaimers 
The following terms are trademarks or registered trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation in the United States, other countries, or both: 

IBM WebSphere 

A current list of other IBM trademarks is available on the Web at http://www.ibm.com/legal/copytrade.shtml 

Product data has been reviewed for accuracy as of the date of initial publication. Product data is subject to change without notice. This document could include 
technical inaccuracies or typographical errors. IBM may make improvements or changes in the products or programs described herein at any time without notice. Any 
statements regarding IBM's future direction and intent are subject to change or withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only. References in this 
document to IBM products, programs, or services does not imply that IBM intends to make such products, programs or services available in all countries in which IBM 
operates or does business. Any reference to an IBM Program Product in this document is not intended to state or imply that only that program product may be used. 
Any functionally equivalent program, that does not infringe IBM's intellectual property rights, may be used instead. 

Information is provided "AS IS" without warranty of any kind. THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS DISTRIBUTED "AS IS" WITHOUT ANY 
WARRANTY, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. IBM EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IBM shall have no responsibility to update this information. IBM products are warranted, if at all, according to the terms and 
conditions of the agreements (for example, IBM Customer Agreement, Statement of Limited Warranty, International Program License Agreement, etc.) under which 
they are provided. Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of those products, their published announcements or other publicly 
available sources. IBM has not tested those products in connection with this publication and cannot confirm the accuracy of performance, compatibility or any other 
claims related to non-IBM products. 

IBM makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, regarding non-IBM products and services. 

The provision of the information contained herein is not intended to, and does not, grant any right or license under any IBM patents or copyrights. Inquiries regarding 
patent or copyright licenses should be made, in writing, to: 

IBM Director of Licensing 
IBM Corporation 
North Castle Drive 
Armonk, NY 10504-1785 
U.S.A. 

Performance is based on measurements and projections using standard IBM benchmarks in a controlled environment. All customer examples described are presented 
as illustrations of how those customers have used IBM products and the results they may have achieved. The actual throughput or performance that any user will 
experience will vary depending upon considerations such as the amount of multiprogramming in the user's job stream, the I/O configuration, the storage configuration, 
and the workload processed. Therefore, no assurance can be given that an individual user will achieve throughput or performance improvements equivalent to the 
ratios stated here. 

© Copyright International Business Machines Corporation 2008. All rights reserved. 

Note to U.S. Government Users - Documentation related to restricted rights-Use, duplication or disclosure is subject to restrictions set forth in GSA ADP Schedule 
Contract and IBM Corp. 
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